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“Designing & Manufacturing 
 Bespoke Rise & Recline Furniture 

 Since The Last Century” 

Welcome To Recliners. 

Welcome to Recliners, the motion 
furniture manufacturer with a real 
difference. With over 100 years of 
experience in the furniture and 
upholstery sector and in the last 12 
years manufacturing bespoke 
mobility furniture, you can be 
assured of our quality products and 
high standards of service 
throughout the United Kingdom.

Its 12 years in the manufacturing 
business belies the depth of 
experience and expertise of its three 
Directors who have been in related 
business for many years and have a 
wealth and depth of knowledge, 
shared only by their passion for the 
business.

Their hands-on approach has helped 
develop a very personal, individual 
and caring base incorporating a 
range of outstanding skills and 
workmanship for Recliners. All of our 
products are handmade in the UK 
and where possible materials are 
sourced from local suppliers.

© 2012 Recliners. Creatively produced by MeeCreative Studio.
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All of Recliners products come with our reassuring comprehensive warranty from between 3 to 7 years.
Service level agreements are available to individual requirements.

All specifications are correct at time of going to press.
Recliners reserves the right to change specifications at any time.
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‘A stylish chair with the 
combination of matching 
wooden knuckles, piped arms 
and wings giving this chair 
a quality tailored finish’

Buckingham

Warminster

www.reclinersltd.co.uk

‘Designed with flat contemporary 
arms, a fixed chaise seat and footrest 
offering full comfort and support’

‘A traditional design with 
hand pleated scroll arm and 
matching fully upholstered wings’

Surrey



Symphony

‘Designed and developed to provide
complete comfort and relaxation
and with it’s crafted upholstered
wings, scrolled arms and quality
padded seating this chair offers 
the perfect comfort’

 

Cheltenham

‘A modern stylish high back chair 
offering all the comforts for 
clients who want a little extra’

Sedbury

‘A stylish chair with the 
combination of matching 
wooden knuckles, piped arms 
and wings giving this chair 
a quality tailored finish’

‘The symphony posture and 
pressure integrated  
management chair has 
been designed for long 
term health conditions’



Product Range

‘Designed and developed to allow 
the user to recline the chair into 
a sleeping position, with a 
reclining back of 85 degrees and 
can get the user into a lay flat 
position’

Havant

www.reclinersltd.co.uk

‘The bariatric is available in either a  
single, two, three or four motor system 
which offers an infinite number of  
recline positions, allowing you to 
remain in an upright seated position or 
recline to a comfortable resting 
position’ 

Bariatric

Eco-Flex
‘The Eco-Flex chair meets modern economic 
and environmental concerns of the local 
authorities and the healthcare industry.

Through our Design and Development 
Department the Eco-Flex was introduced 
to have a high degree of monetary saving 
over a medium to long term period by 
reducing the need to purchase a wide range
of different dimensional chairs’
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